
 

 

 

 

PRODUCT INFORMATION 
 

I. Product name: 1-LAYER POLYESTER SPANDEX CLOTH (WITHOUT SEWING) 

II.  Product code: HMVL-08 

III. Specifications: 
- Material: PE spandex (in bared form). 

- Color: White 

- Dimension: 

 30cm x 30cm 

 Depending on the requirements of each customer. 

- Disadvantages: 

 Higher price level 

- Advantages: 

 Effective absorbency 

 Fabric surface has no filament 

 Suitable to wipe ink, chemicals, liquids, prints, printed forms, etc 

 Possibly cut out any small size to suit to the needs of actual use in factories 

- Application: 

 Used in almost all industries, especially as: printing, food, chemical, electrical - electrical, mold, 

laboratories, glass aluminum, powder coating, circuit boards, art stone, etc 

- Packing and display:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Packed in pale yellow bags, including: 02 5kg 

bundles in 01 plastic bag (2 bags) and 03 5kg bundles 

in 01 plastic bag (3 bags), total weight at 50kg / bag. 

 The bag is shown full name and code of the product. 

- Storage conditions: 

 All products are placed on plastic pallets to avoid 

being moldy. 

 Plastic bags help prevent dust, facilitate long storage 

and avoid any dust on the unfinished use. 

 Products must be stored in a dry and airy 

environment. 

 

Given the nature and purpose of use of each different industry, the plant always adjust the 

products to suit the requirements of each customer to meet the need in the best way and then cut 

costs in production. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: 1 - layer PE spandex cloth 

 
Figure 4: Package of finished 

products 

 
Figure 2: 10kg finished bag 

 
Figure 3: 15 kg finished bag 

Hoang Mai Wiper & Gloves Factory 

Address: 87/39 TX33, Thanh Xuan Ward, District 12, Ho Chi Minh City 

Tax code: 0313656079 

Tel: (08) 6279 7772 – (08) 6654 1804 – (84) 961 802 182   

Email: duc.duong@vailaubaotay.com.vn   Website: http://www.vailaubaotay.com.vn 
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